Casual

Sophisticate
Traditional
architectural
elements tempered
by clean lines
and colorful
contemporary art
put an Atlanta
home at ease.
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Homeowner and artist Leslie Irvine created artwork to
complement each room in the home she shares with
her husband, John. An abstract piece hangs in the
great-room, creating a sight line past the breakfast table.

THIS PHOTO: In the
great-room, a wall of
windows and doors
crowned with transoms
immediately draws the
eye to the backyard
views. “It really feels like
we live inside and out
year-round,” Leslie says.
RIGHT: A stately
white-painted brick
exterior highlights a
weathered Georgia
granite entry and a
Vermont slate roof.

I

If Southern homes could speak of etiquette, those within a
mile radius of the governor’s mansion in Georgia would tell
their new neighbors it’s best to tidy up and make a good first
impression. Leslie and John Irvine gravitated to traditional
architectural influences to do exactly this when they built
their new home just down the road.
The couple also requested that architect Tim Adams and
interior designer Courtney Dickey streamline the classic
motifs and finishes indoors. “They wanted something
transitional, with clean lines, and a lot of light,” Adams says.
“I kept the front elevation more conventionally closed for
privacy and opened up the back for views. Then it was all
about taking traditional architecture and using it in
unexpected ways while simplifying the details.”
Windows and doors are recessed, moldings finish rooms,
and wood beams crown ceilings. But these familiar traditional
forms appear modern because many windows are framed in
black steel and beams are whitewashed. Expanses of drywall
provide gallery-worthy display space for Leslie’s art, which she
customized in size and color to suit each room’s purpose.“We
wanted a house that was relaxed yet elegant, that wouldn’t
detract from the outside views,” Leslie says.
Connecting the indoors and outdoors was a top priority
when Adams drew up the floor plans. “In the design of a
house, there should be different experiences as you go
through a home,” he says. “In this home, the first thing you’re
drawn to is the backyard, but then as you move through the
house, we designed it so that axes of connection draw your
eye from one place to another.”
The appeal of these sight lines was carefully curated by
interior designer Bill Musso, who worked with Leslie on the
home’s paint, lighting, and furnishing choices. “We wanted to
make it into a house with spaces that were unexpected, with
pieces that make you think,” Musso says. Most furnishings
are upholstered in outdoor fabrics—even the dining room’s
fuchsia chairs—for a fuss-free environment. So like any good
Southerner, the house handles black-tie events and visits
from nieces and nephews with the same graceful aplomb.
FOR RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 138.
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“The home
feels open so it
flows, yet it has
traditional
structural
bones that give
each room its
own identity.”
—architect tim adams

LEFT: Layers of texture are at play in the kitchen, where white leather chairs face across the island to a varnished-steel
range hood silhouetted by black-steel-frame windows. TOP: Bluestone flooring and shiplap walls relax the mood in the
mudroom. An oval window breaks up the linear lines while flooding the room with light. ABOVE: White-painted drywall
sweeps throughout the house, providing dramatic blank canvases for Leslie’s contemporary artwork. But Adams
incorporated subtle shifts in the drywall profiles to add texture. The dining room, for example, features an arched
recess, right-sized for a slim bar table. Similarly, the doorway leading to the butler’s pantry is recessed to spotlight a
porthole-style window.
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THIS PHOTO: Adams
vaulted the ceiling in an
upper-level bedroom
to catch extra space.
Whitewashed wood
paneling defines and
softens the lofty pitch.
OPPOSITE LEFT: The
master bath is classically
attired in marble, but tiles
are laid in a variety of
patterns to keep the eye
entertained. OPPOSITE
RIGHT: John’s woodpaneled study took
a contemporary turn
when interior designer
Bill Musso enhanced the
detailed molding with
teal paint.
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